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tion. The World Wide Web is 
urrently
the most popular approa
h to information ex
hange. The \Integration of
Intera
tive TV and web browsers" proje




h is important sin




us on an ITV extension for an existing web browser. The \Multi-
media and Hypermedia information 
oding Experts Group" part 5 (MHEG-
5) standard is sele
ted as representative for the ITV area, and the Extensible
Markup Language (XML) and Do
ument Obje
t Model (DOM) standards
for the web browsers area. We present the design and implementation of
an MHEG extension for a web browser and integrate the MHEG and DOM
event models in order to a




Our study provides the foundation for the 
onvergen
e of the two te
h-
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tive TV (ITV) has re
eived major attention sin
e it is a relatively
new te
hnology that enhan
es the TV experien
e and oers a brand new
way of information ex
hange using the TV set. Moreover, the World Wide
Web (WWW) 
an be 
onsidered as the dominant means of 
ommuni
ating




ipal aim will be to investigate the 
onvergen
e of these two areas.





es by allowing the user
to intera
t with the presented 
ontent. The required additional fun
tionality
for intera
tion support is 
urrently provided by a set-top box (STB). The
\Multimedia and Hypermedia information 
oding Experts Group" part 5
(MHEG-5)[14℄ standard has been a

epted as part of the Digital Audio and
Visual Coun
il (DAVIC) ITV spe
i
ation and for the U.K. terrestrial ITV
for intera
tive 
ontent representation and handling. The MHEG-5 stan-







essed and presented by a \web browser" appli
a-
tion. Web browsers are mainly fo
used on the support of W3C international
standards whi
h provide a standard and internationally re
ognized way to
8
represent the information available through the web. Nevertheless, there are
always some platform-spe
i
 or non-standard extensions that are needed
in order to support 
ontent types whi
h are not des
ribed by international
standards and are based on proprietary data formats.
We will mainly fo
us on the integration of MHEG-5 fun
tionality into
the web browsers. This integration will be bene
ial sin
e it will provide web
browsers 
apable for intera
tive multimedia and ITV 
ontent handling and
will also allow users to seamelessly 
hange between ITV and web 
ontent.
Moreover, we will see how web te
hnologies 









e. In this se
tion we will present three dierent approa
hes
whi
h look at the problem from a dierent perspe
tive.
One of the rst proposed solutions[2℄, when there was no support for
web s
ripts and dynami
 HTML, used gateways that emulated MHEG be-
haviour through dynami
ally generated HTML pages. The prin
ipal aim
was to use an MHEG-unaware web browser for presenting MHEG 
ontent.
The basi
 problem was the user intera
tion handling, sin
e, HTML was not
adequate for handlingMHEG appli
ations. The proposed solution was based
on \image-maps" whi
h displayed MHEG 
ontent and provided feedba
k on
the user intera
tion. The proxy was pro
essing MHEG data and generated




tion was fed ba
k to the proxy in terms of mouse \
li
ks" over the
image map. Then, the proxy pro
essed the user intera
tion and returned
a new image map representing the new s
reen layout. This solution was
obviously slow, non-s
aleable, required heavy network support and the user
experien
e was less than satisfa




ontent without modifying the web 
lient.
After s
ripting support and additional fun
tionality was added to the
HTML standard, a dierent approa
h be










onversion, an investigation of the 
ommon aspe
ts of the




epts of both standards. For the MHEG to HTML 
onversion, in order to
support the MHEG features whi
h 
ould not be dire





ading Style Sheets (CSS) were used. This
approa
h allows representation of both 
ontent types in a platform that is
designed to handle only one of them. Moreover, it provides a standard and
platform independent way to integrate the two areas sin
e there is dire
t











iently translated. Additionally, the dieren
es of the display and user
intera
tion 




h are addressed in [23℄.
The third proposal[8℄ makes use of downloadable applets that provide the
MHEG fun
tionality. Applets allow the development of an MHEG engine
in a way similar to a stand-alone appli
ation. The only disadvantage of this
solution seems to be the fa
t that it is diÆ
ult to use existing browser fun
-
tionality for supporting MHEG handling and is simply a way of \atta
hing"




h is to extend a web browser ar
hite
ture in order to make it
MHEG-aware by modifying its implementation. This would require an open
sour
e browser and probably more eort than the related work dis
ussed in
Se
tion 1.2. The latter is true be




ontent by modifying an existing ar
hite
ture than to independently
implement the new fun
tionality or to 
onvert the new 
ontent to an already
handled do
ument type. However, this approa
h would allow the use of
existing browser features and already implemented Internet standards to
support the MHEG engine extension.
What we want to avoid is a platform and browser dependent MHEG
extension. If that was the 
ase it would be easier to develop a \plug-in" that
implements an MHEG engine. This approa
h is not of major interest sin
e it
provides no more than an MHEG engine implementation. Therefore, we will
fo
us on using standard browser and international standards fun
tionality
for supporting the MHEG extension.
Our goal is to nd ways of making a web browser MHEG-aware by using
as many already implemented features as possible. This would normally
end up to a more 
ompa
t and eÆ
ient MHEG extension implementation
as opposed to one whi




ument is divided into three basi




ription and the evaluation. Moreover, additional
informative material that provides details whi
h are not essential for our
study is in
luded in the appendi
es.
Ba
kground information is in
luded in the next three 
hapters. Chapter
2 provides information on the ITV domain and an overview of the MHEG
standards. The des
ription of MHEG is essential for the rest of the proje
t
sin
e it will be our main point of interest. Chapter 3 is 
on
erned with the
other area of the integration, web browsers. It presents the 
urrent browsers
situation and the XML and DOM standards whi
h will be used extensively
for the integration pro
ess. Finally, Chapter 4 is 
on
erned with the identi-

ation of the requirements for the target browser platform. Several dierent
11
alternatives are examined and X-Smiles is sele
ted as the most adequate
one for our resear
h. Then, an overview of X-Smiles ar
hite
ture is given in
order to provide the required 
ontext for our dis
ussion on the extension of
the browser.
After the ba
kground information, Chapter 5 des
ribes the integration
pro
ess and our a
hievements. It des




ontains the design, implementation and a rst level evalua-
tion of the two main parts of the integration: the MHEG extension and the
event models integration.
An evaluation of the whole proje
t and further resear
h ideas are in-

luded in Chapter 6. The evaluation follows a bottom-up stru
ture where
we start from the implementation evaluation and 
ontinue up to a general
dis
ussion about the proje
t 
ontribution and the standards used. Further
resear
h follows a similar stru
ture by starting by minor implementation
problems and ending up with resear





ontain additional information on the abbrevi-
ations and the MHEG appli
ation domain used, the original proje
t de-
s
ription, the browser alternatives, the examples and the output for the





tive TV { MHEG
In this 
hapter we will give a brief des
ription of the Intera
tive TV (ITV)
domain, its relation to the ISO/IECMHEG standards[14, 15℄ and an overview
of MHEG parts 5 and 8. Our aim is to signify the importan
e of MHEG-5




h are important for









ing the user to intera
t with the TV set.
1
For instan
e, the user may request
information on the TV programe or take part in a multi-player game using
the TV set. The ITV information would normally be displayed on top of
the 
onventional TV programe, while the intera





In order to support the enhan
ed ITV fun
tionality, a set-top box (STB)
is used[3℄. STBs are 
urrently used in order to provide the \missing intel-
ligen
e" of TV sets. In the future, STB fun
tionality might be integrated
into the sto
k TV sets. STBs need a well dened appli
ation programming
interfa
e (API) for supporting the intera
tive servi
es. Currently, there are
1
In this 
ontext the term \intera
tion" is used as in \intera
tive multimedia". In other









several proposals for the STB API but there is still no international agree-
ment. However, UK terrestrial intera
tive TV and the Digital Audio and
Video Coun
il (DAVIC) have a

epted MHEG-5 as the platform for ITV
support. Based on these two examples, we will 
onsider MHEG-5 as an im-
portant platform for ITV, and our study on the integration of web browsers
and ITV will fo
us on the integration of MHEG-5 fun
tionality into the web
browsers.
2.2 MHEG standards
MHEG stands for \Multimedia and Hypermedia information 
oding Experts




multimedia and hypermedia information", and aims to provide international
standard spe
i
ations for the en
oding of dierent kinds of multimedia and
hypermedia information.
Currently there are 8 parts, whi
h are shown in Table 2.1. The 
ore
standard is MHEG-1, whi
h is a generi
 standard for multimedia obje
t
representation that introdu
es as less 
onstraints as possible in order to
support a wide range of multimedia platforms.
Part Des
ription
MHEG-1 Base notation (ASN.1).
MHEG-2 Obje




MHEG-4 MHEG registration pro
edure
MHEG-5 Support for base-level intera
tive appli
ations




MHEG-7 Interoperability and 
onforman
e testing for MHEG-5
MHEG-8 XML notation for MHEG-5
Table 2.1: MHEG family of standards
MHEG-2 was intended to be an alternative representation of MHEG
obje




and identier registration extensions respe
tively.





onsidered as a spe
ialization of part 1 whi
h is fo




ations. It addresses limited resour
e
terminals su













5. Part 7 addresses interoperability and 
onforman




ently, MHEG-8 \XML Notation for ISO/IEC 13522-5 (MHEG XML)"
[15℄ was introdu
ed. It provides an alternative inter
hange representation for
MHEG-5 using XML. It denes an XML language for representing MHEG-5
information in a devi
e independent manner.
2.3 Overview of MHEG parts 5 and 8
MHEG-5 is a spe
i
ation of obje
ts and of an inter
hange format, based







ross platforms of dierent types and brands [14℄.
In order to support a wide variety of platforms, MHEG has optional and






h must be pre
isely dened (in a standard manner) and spe
ializes all
the abstra
t parts of the standard. An example of an appli
ation domain is
the UK terrestrial ITV domain. Examples of appli
ation domain 
onstraints
are the set of multimedia obje
ts supported, the transmission proto
ols used
and the support of a \free-moving 
ursor". The 
onforman
e of an MHEG
appli





lient-server" is used in the wide sense that there might not be a dire
t
\request" path between them. For instan
e, there 












MHEG follows the obje
t oriented paradigm by dening a set of 
lasses,
instantiations of whi
h are transferred to the MHEG engine. The latter
is lo
ated at the 
lient and it pro
esses and renders the multimedia pre-
sentation. The MHEG 
lasses are dened in terms of their attributes, the
a
tions that 
an be performed on them and the events that might be gen-






onsists of a set of s
enes that 
ontrol what is presented
to the user. S
enes support spatio-temporal 
omposition of presentable ob-
je
ts. Events and Links des





tion(s) to be exe




ts are transferred in well dened devi
e independent
en
odings. The MHEG-5 standard denes two of them: ASN.1 and the
textual notation, while the MHEG-8 standard denes an additional XML
representation. These notations give the \Author on
e, run everywhere"
property to MHEG-5, sin
e they are independent of implementation ar
hi-
te




hemes (e.g. MPEG for video) and transfer proto
ols
(e.g. HTTP) are not spe







tion we will des
ribe the MHEG-5 obje
t model and the inter-

hange representation of obje
ts as spe
ied by the MHEG-8 standard.
2.4.1 Introdu
tion to MHEG obje
ts








ription. Only the 
on
rete ones 
an be instantiated and
16
represented in MHEG notations. In a typi





lasses sent by the MHEG server.
An MHEG 
lass is des
ribed by its base 
lass, its ex
hanged and inter-
nal attributes, the possible emitted events, its internal behaviours and the
elementary a
tions that ae
t it. Using obje
t oriented design terminology,
ex


















h event has a sour
e obje
t, a type and may have an asso
iated data
value. MHEG link obje
ts 
an asso
iate events with a
tions and are used
to rea
t to the emission of events. When an event is generated, all the

orresponding (in terms of sour





t time where this exe
ution takes
pla
e depends on the implementation of the engine. Generally, syn
hronous
events should be exe
uted as soon as possible while asyn
hronous ones may
be queued. We will further examine events in Se
tion 2.5.
2.4.2 The MHEG 
lasses
In this se
tion we will des
ribe the fun
tionality and the representation of










represented using a normal font, while abstra
t ones using a lighter one (e.g.
Root). The ElementaryA
tion is not an MHEG 
lass,
3
but it is in
luded here










ation by its ex
hanged attributes group identier and
3
ElementaryA
tion is not an MHEG 
lass sin
e it is not des
ribed as su
h by the stan-
dard (e.g. des
ription of internal behaviours, events et
). However, it is a 
on
rete entity
(i.e. it is represented in the notations) that 
















t number. The former is a string that must 
onform to the appli
ation
domain dened en
oding, where the latter is an integer (0 for group obje
ts
and non-0 for others). Root 's elementary a
tions, internal behaviours and
attributes 
ontrol the four possible states of an MHEG obje
t, whi
h are
shown in Figure 2.2. Even if there is no dened en
oding for the Root 
lass,
it introdu
es the groupid and objnum attributes, whi
h are inherited by all
of the sub-
lasses. For instan













ents. The former ones are the sub
lasses of Group, namely the Appli
ation
and the S
ene, while the latter ones are the sub
lasses of the Ingredient






ontained ingredients, as shown in






























































responsible for initializing the presentation and groups the ingredients that
are shared among presentation s




oordinate system, timers et
) of ingredi-
ents and is responsible for the user intera
tion (user input events). Usually,




hes the rst s
ene in order to initi-
ate the presentation, as shown in the following extra




























Most of the MHEG 















the most important ingredients are shown in Figure 2.3. Variables are used
for ex
hanging values of dierent data types and are essential for the data
asso
iated with the elementary a
tions (e.g. parameters) and the events.
Classes that inherit Presentable are the ones that 
an be \presented" (e.g.
an audio 
lip). Similarly, 
lasses that inherit from Visible have a visual








onsidered the most important ingredient be
ause
in 
ollaboration with the A
tion 




















Figure 2.3: MHEG ingredient hierar
hy
21
of an MHEG presentation. It 




iated data) and a link ee
t. When an event is emitted, the spe
i-
ed ee
ts of all the a






ribed by an A
tion obje
t. The representation of a
simple link with a 
orresponding a
tion is shown in the previous XML ex-
ample.
2.5 MHEG-5 event model
We have already mentioned that obje
ts may emit events, whi
h in turn may

ause links to \re" and result in the exe
ution of a sequen
e of elementary
a
tions. In this se
tion we will investigate the restri
tions set by the standard





Firstly, we assume a sequential exe
ution queue (e.g. Figure 2.4) whi
h
holds the elementary a
tions to be exe
uted. When there are no a
tions, the




tive (i.e. with their RunningStatus = true) links 
ondition in 
ase






ution queue. The standard does not restri
t the order in whi
h











hronously" to the exe





hronously" to the exe
ution by
timers that expire, su

essful 
ontent retrieval et 
etera. They should also
be handled in a timely manner but they are not allowed to preempt other
asyn
hronous events (and they should be queued). However, syn
hronous
events 
an preempt the exe
ution of an asyn
hronous one, and must be
handled immediately. Generally, syn
hronous events should be handled in
a similar manner to pro
edure 






Considering the above, depending on the \
ode" that is exe
uted and the





















Table 2.2: Event and exe
ution types
However, the exa
t behaviour of a simultaneous \ring" of a syn
hronous
and an asyn
hronous event, as well as the exa
t time that the queued events
are pro
essed is still not 
lear. We 
ould give priority to asyn
hronous
events sin





ase of timers) and
improves user's intera
tive experien
e (in the 
ase of user input events).
Therefore, if a syn
hronous event link res and an asyn
hronous event link
either res or is pending (in the queue), we will exe
ute the asyn
hronous
one rst. Figure 2.4 is a simple exe
ution example that illustrates how all
the restri
tions we have set 
an be put into pra
ti
e.
Finally, we have to point out that there are some elementary a
tions
that may alter normal exe
ution 











h, Spawn and Quit. When one these happens, the elementary a
tions
waiting in the exe
ution queue and the pending event links that do not

orrespond to the new 
ontext have to be removed. For instan
e, if an event
for an expired timer is pending and there is a transition to a s
ene where
this timer is not visible, the event must not be handled.
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and MHEG engine 
onforman
e. The former is a
hieved when the represen-
tation of the ex
hanged obje
ts is 




ation domain. The latter is a
hieved when this representation is
handled 
orre
tly by the MHEG engine with respe




ation domain denition should spe
ify all the appli
ation area
dependent parts that are either left unspe









 set of supported MHEG 
lasses
 set of optional features that will be implemented
 pre
ise en




All of these are explained in detail in se







h of the three available en
od-
ing formats will be used for obje
t ex





e. In our study, it will be the XML notation des
ribed in
[15℄.
The set of supported MHEG 
lasses spe
ies the set of 
lasses that have
to be implemented by 
onforming engines. All the engines must support
at least the 
ore 






lass, all its attributes, events, internal
behaviors and elementary a
tions whi
h ae
t it should be supported.
The set of optional features spe
ies whi
h of the optional features of
the 
lasses should be implemented by a 
onforming engine.
Finally, en





oding (e.g. the format of images), transfer proto
ols (e.g.






hapter we presented some aspe
ts of the MHEG-5 standard with
examples of the XML notation spe
ied in MHEG-8. We have des
ribed
the most important aspe
ts of the obje
t model, event support and how

onforman
e is dened. In the next 
hapter we will investigate the other
integration area, web browsers.
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Chapter 3
Web browsers { DOM
After des
ribing the ITV and MHEG standards, we will study the other part
of the integration, web browsers. Firstly, we will des
ribe the area of web
browsers and how they relate to the XML and DOM standards. Then, we
will provide a brief overview of XML and DOM, emphasizing on the DOM-2
event model[28℄ whi
h might prove useful for the integration.
3.1 Web browsers
A web browser 
an be dened as \an appli
ation that provides a way to look
at and intera
t with all the information on the World Wide Web".
1
What
is meant by \. . . all the information . . . " is not 
lear, but it should in
lude
the most 
ommonly used web formats (e.g. HTML, XML, image formats
et
).
Web browsers and web 
ontent are evolving rapidly sin
e their rst
appearan
e in 1990. Initially, World Wide Web (WWW) 
ontained only
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) les and web browsers supported
only the simplisti
 rst HTML version. However, web 
ommunity demands
evolved and 
onsequently a number of new formats have been used and new
international standards have been developed. HTML version 4.0 is over-
whelmed with new features be








Moreover, the need for more attra
tive dynami
 web pages, led browser
providers to export (in
ompatible versions) of the browser internal do
u-
ment stru
ture and event model.
In order to satisfy the demand for a more generi
 
ontent language and




others) the XML (eXtensible Markup Language) and DOM (Do
ument Ob-
je
t Model) standards. XML and DOM will be our fo




XML[30℄ is a standard markup meta-language, part of W3C's eort to over-






ally, XML is a subset of the Standard Generalized Markup Lan-
guage (SGML) and supports a wide variety of appli
ations by providing the
means for dening new markup languages. The XML prin
ipal goals are
to be a generi
, easy to 
reate and pro
ess markup language. It is generi

sin
e a new markup language 
an be dened for ea
h appli
ation domain.
It is easy to write sin
e it is a text notation and 
an be 
reated using a sim-
ple text editor. Finally, XML is easy (relative to SGML) to pro
ess sin
e
its syntax is 
on
ise and 




ument should be well-formed and may be valid. \Well-
formed" means that it follows the 
ore syntax rules of the language (e.g.

ontains an XML de








tness and relates to
the optional Do
ument Type De
laration(DTD). Valid XML must be well
formed and must 
onform to the DTD. The latter denes the set of allowed
elements, how they 
an 
ombined and in general the form of the XML do
-
27
ument. A simple example of a well formed XML do













ture and not the semanti
s of the data. Conse-
quently, additional information on how to represent and pro
ess the data is
needed, and a number of 
omplementary standards have been dened (e.g.
XSL, XLink et
). However, they 
annot oer full representation and han-
dling information and usually a dedi







t Model(DOM) is a W3C re
ommendation dened as
\a platform- and language- neutral interfa





ess and update the 
ontent, stru




The rst DOM re
ommendation was DOM-1 whi
h dened a platform-
and language- neutral interfa
e for manipulating XML and HTML do
u-
ments stru
ture. It was mainly used in the browser { s
ripting and browser
{ parser boundaries. The former provided a standard way of supporting
dynami




ommendation is DOM-2 whi
h 
onsists of the 5 parts shown
in Table 3.1. We are mostly interested in DOM-2 
ore and DOM-2 events
be
ause they are widely supported and their 
ombination is essential for en-
abling dynami
 do





















 style sheets manipulation
DOM-2 Traversal and Range Traversal and 
ontent identi
ation














uments. It represents the do
ument
stru
ture using a tree-like 
omposition of Nodes. Even if there is no restri
-
tion on the format of the represented do
ument, the interfa
e is dened in
a way that ts ni
ely with the HTML and XML languages.
In order to a
hieve platform and language independen
e, all DOM inter-
fa
es are dened using the Interfa
e Denition Language (IDL). This allows
a standard interfa
e for dierent DOM implementations (using the map-
pings between IDL and implementation languages). An important property
of DOM-2 
ore is that the dened interfa
es provide a ri
h set of fun
tions
for DOM tree 
reation and manipulation. Consequently, a typi
al DOM
appli
ation does not need to use proprietary interfa




All the nodes of a DOM tree implement an interfa
e that inherits Node
and 
orresponds to the do
ument element type. An illustration of a partial
Node hierar




and tree- node fun
tionality by providing a

ess methods to the type, name,
value, 
hildren and parent of the node et 
etera. Do
ument is always the root




tory methods (for 
reating other
do






In DOM-1, there was no standard way to 
reate the do
ument tree, and appli
ations
had to use proprietary extensions.
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and spe
ial methods that apply to the respe
tive do
ument element. An
example of the do
ument tree and the implemented interfa
es for the XML

ode of Se









Figure 3.1: DOM 
ore interfa
es
3.3.2 DOM-2 event model des
ription
The DOM-2 events re
ommendation[28℄ des
ribes a standard event handling
me
hanism by dening the event 
ow in the do
ument tree, the interfa
es




ation. It began as an eort to provide a standard subset of
the proprietary event models that were used in web browsers for supporting
dynami
 do



























Figure 3.2: DOM tree example

ow pro
edure and denes a number of interfa
es for event manipulation.
Ea
h DOM-2 event has an event target, whi
h is a node of the do
ument
tree. In a DOM implementation that supports events, all DOM tree nodes
implement the EventTarget interfa
e and 
an be used as event targets. In
order to \handle" an event, an EventListener for that event must be reg-
istered for the appropriate event target. The most trivial 
ase is a listener
registered to the a
tual target of an event. Ea
h Node 
an have more than
one listeners for the same event simultaneously. In that 
ase they are all
invoked, but the exa
t exe
ution sequen
e is not spe
ied. Additionally, a
listener 
an be registered to an \an
estor" of the event's target and handle
the event during the 
apture or the bubbling stage.
A DOM-event 
an be handled in three dierent stages of its propagation
through the DOM-tree. As we have already mentioned it 
an be handled
when it has rea
hed the event target by event listeners registered to that
node. Moreover, event 
apturing allows handling of events that propagate
from the do
ument root to the event target. Similarly, event bubbling 
an
be used to handle an event when it propagates upwards from the event
target to the do
ument root. Event 
apture is 
onsidered an event listener
31
property and is dened when the listener is registered to the EventTarget
(and, 
onsequently, all the events 
ow from the do
ument root to the event
target in order to a
tivate any 
apturing listeners). On the 
ontrary, event
bubbling is 
onsidered as an event property and is dened as part of the
Event interfa




ow example is illustrated in Figure 3.3. The event is targeted
to the text node and its propagation through the DOM tree is denoted by
the dashed arrows. The diagram shows where and when 
apturing listeners,
event target listeners and non-
apturing an
estor listeners (for a bubbling
event) are a








orresponds to the spatial representation stru
-
ture. In that 
ase, event 







k" on a push-button is also a
\
li














Figure 3.3: Event 
ow example
The DOM event model is extensible sin
e there are no restri
tions for the
32
generated event types. However, a spe
ial set of events have been dened
to support general graphi
al appli
ations and HTML. The HTML spe
i









hapter we have brie
y des
ribed the web-browser area, and gave
an overview of XML and DOM-2. These have laid the foundation for our
browser assessment and browser ar
hite
ture dis






After studying the basi
 web and ITV te
hnologies, it is important to sele
t
an appropriate browser platform for our experiments. Firstly, we will spe
ify
the browser requirements and study a number of alternatives. Afterwards,
we will explore the ar
hite






tion we will des
ribe the assessment pro
ess and the sele
tion of
a suitable browser to integrate MHEG with. This is of major importan
e
be







are interested in browser modi
ation, we 
annot rely solely on interna-





e the rest of our study.
4.1.1 Browser requirements
Browser requirements 
an be divided in two 
ategories: mandatory and
optional ones. Mandatory requirements are those that are fundamental for
integrating the MHEG fun
tionality. Optional requirements are those that
either are of se
ondary importan








t oriented implementation language
Pro
ess, graphi
s and networking libraries
Mandatory
Extensible user interfa









Support of XML related standards
Table 4.1: Summary of browser requirements
features.
1
The requirements we have set are shown in Table 4.1. The very rst
requirement is the availability of the 
ode. Sin
e we will modify the browser's

ode, we need to have a

ess to it. The se
ond requirement has been set
be
ause the integration of the MHEG obje
t-based ar
hite
ture will be easier
if the browser is developed in an obje
t oriented (OO) language.
In order to avoid a platform dependent extension, we also require browser
provided generi
 libraries for pro
ess management, graphi
s and networking.
This requirement applies only when these are not supplied by the implemen-
tation language (e.g. Java).
The fourth mandatory requirement is a prerequisite for allowing an in-
tera
tive multimedia presentation. The user interfa
e should be highly 
us-
tomizable in order to a
hieve \intera
tiveness", and the rendering ma
hine
should be able to in
orporate multimedia extensions. Additionally (5th re-
quirement) basi
 media types (e.g. several image formats, audio et
) should
be supported in order to straightforwardly present multimedia 
ontent.
The nal mandatory requirement is XML and DOM awareness. XML
awareness is essential sin




t time table doesn't allow full investigation of all the alternatives'
ar
hite
ture, we use the optional features in order to get a \fast" insight into the browser
properties that 
annot be thoroughly investigated
35
whi




tures and will be of great
help for MHEG support.




ult to handle appli
ations. Therefore, it would be helpful if the
sele
ted implementation is well designed and well do
umented. Moreover,
XML related standards support is a good indi
ation for the extensibility
of the browser. It should be easier to integrate a new XML language to a
browser if it already supports a number of other XML appli
ations and is
designed with extensibility in mind.
4.1.2 Browser alternatives
We have taken into 
onsideration six browsers whi
h have their sour
e 
ode
available: Mozilla[20℄, X-Smiles[32℄, Amaya[24℄, HotJava[22℄, Arena[1℄ and
Mosai
[21℄.
In order to avoid a full investigation of the browsers, we 
reated a \qual-
i
ation" test in whi
h we study a spe
i
 platform until we nd that it
does not 
omply to one of the mandatory requirements. Table 4.2 shows
the results of the test, where only X-Smiles qualies and also fullls both of
the optional requirements. Consequently, it seems to be the most appropri-
ate platform for our study. The rest of the 
hapter will be devoted to the
X-Smiles browser and its ar
hite
ture. A brief des
ription of the aforemen-














































A: Almost open sour
e. It 





an be obtained and modied under some restri
tions.






omposed out of three layers as shown in Figure 4.1. The \XML
pro
essing" layer is 
on
erned with XML le pro
essing, the \Browser 
ore"
ties everything together and 
ontains 
ore 
omponents like the event and
MLFC (Markup Language Fun




onsists of the browser user interfa
e and
the MLFCs.
In order to display a do
ument, X-Smiles has to lo
ate and a
tivate the
primary MLFC. The latter is the MLFC that handles this type of do
ument
(the do
ument type is spe
ied by the XML DOCTYPE de
laration). MLFCs
are responsible for the semanti
s analysis of the do
ument, the presentation
and the user intera
tion. The primary MLFC may use se
ondary MLFCs
in order to display additional types of do
uments.
Before passing do
ument information to the primary MLFC, X-Smiles
parses the do
ument and applies the (optionally) spe
ied XSL transforma-
tion. This pro










Figure 4.1: Top level browser ar
hite
ture (based on [13℄)
Figure 4.2. The do
ument text is rstly 
onverted to a DOM tree. If there
is an asso
iated extensible stylesheet language(XSL) le, it is retrieved, 
on-
verted to a DOM tree and 
ombined with the do
ument tree. The result is
passed to the primary MLFC.
The most important 
omponents of X-Smiles are the MLFC manager
and the event manager. The former, handles MLFCs while the later is re-
sponsible for dispat
hing internal events to all the interested parties. Events
are, among others, used to inform browser 
omponents about the browser
state. X-Smiles is always in one of 6 distin
t states whi
h are illustrated










tion and XSL { Transformations (XSL-T)[26℄ appli
a-
tion. X-Smiles 





uverse XML parsers are supported. The XSL-T engine 
an be 
us-
tomized in a similar way. The sele
tion of the a
tual engines for parsing and
2
Xer



















User interaction Primary MLFC










hosen by the browser 






ore layer ties the browser 
omponents together and is respon-
sible for the event me
hanism, MLFC management and browser-wide shared
information (e.g. the browser state).




tivates and keeps tra
k of MLFCs, atta
hes them to the event manager,
throws MLFC spe
i
 events and handles the MLFC loader. There are
two types of MLFCs: a
tive and passive. A
tive are the ones used for the
presented do
ument and re
eive browser events while passive are the ones
that are not used for that type of do
ument.

























































































Figure 4.3: X-Smiles state model (based on the state model gure in [13℄)
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the \event broker". When an event is sent, it is broad
asted to all the






h are part of the event broker and the event
listener interfa
e. The event model is overly simplisti
 and not extensible
(be
ause events are hard-






The upper layer of X-Smiles 




tionality. We will not dis
uss the latter sin
e we are only interested
in the do
ument 
ontents representation, and not in the browser appearan
e.
MLFCs are responsible for the semanti
 analysis of the do
ument DOM
tree and the presentation of the information. The primary MLFC is given
full 
ontrol over the browser 
ontent window, so it is possible to represent
the 
ontent and intera
t with the user independently of the other browser

omponents.
There is a spe
i
 MLFC for ea
h do
ument type and two generi
 ones
for the sour
e and tree do






ording to the requirements of the 
orresponding
do
ument type. However, there is a generi





Firstly, there is the initialization phase in whi
h the MLFC has to al-
lo
ate required resour
es and initialize its internal variables. This happens
immediately after the MLFC loader lo
ates the MLFC. At this point the
sour
e do
ument is not known to the MLFC. Next, we have the analysis
of the do
ument whi





ontent data. The MLFC examines the do
ument sour
e tree and
builds the required internal stru
tures for the presentation of the do
ument.
After the 
ompletion of this stage, the do
ument is presented to the user
41
and the MLFC handles the possible user intera
tion. Finally (whenever
the 
omponent has to be removed), the MLFC must free all the allo
ated
resour
es and revert to its initial state.
MHEG fun
tionality should normally be in
luded in an additional MLFC
whi
h will be asso
iated with the do
ument type \mheg5". Therefore, MHEG
fun
tionality will be a part of the user interfa
e and intera
tion layer (sim-
ilarly to all other MLFCs). When X-Smiles en
ounters an MHEG-8 le, it
would pass the do
ument DOM tree to the MHEG MLFC whi




In the rst part of this 
hapter, we des
ribed the browser requirements for
our resear
h and sele
ted the most promising browser platform among six
alternatives. The se
ond part 
onsisted of the des




Based on the established foundation of the previous 
hapters and the









ITV { web browsers
integration
Having established the required information on web browsers and ITV we
will pro
eed to the integration of these two areas. Spe
i
ally, we will inves-





ess of the integration. Subse-
quent se
tions are devoted to the design, implementation and evaluation of
the integration steps.
5.1 The integration pro
ess
Even if MHEG-5 is designed with simpli
ity in mind, a full featured en-
gine implementation would be too time 
onsuming for the available proje
t
time. Consequently, we will divide the integration pro
ess into a number of
in
remental steps. In the rst one, we will lay the foundation for further re-
sear
h by fo
using on a simple design and implementation of the 
ore MHEG
aspe
ts. Further steps will build upon it in order to either illustrate an in-
tegration 
on
ept or to improve the engine fun
tionality. We have designed
and implemented the rst two steps.
The rst one is the \minimal 
onforming MHEG engine". Our goal will
be to investigate how the 
ore fun
tionality of an MHEG engine 
an be
43
integrated in a web browser. In order to a





ontaining only the absolutely ne
essary
elements for a working MHEG engine. We will not 
onsider any presentables





) and we will
fo
us on the 
ore aspe
ts su




etera. At this stage we will be able to study the integration of basi
 MHEG
fun
tionality, the MHEG event model and the pro
essing and appli
ability
of the MHEG-8 notation.
The se
ond step is the \event models integration". The MHEG event
model is based on the generated events, the links and the MHEG obje
ts
(as event sour
es). DOM-2 event model is based on implementation emitted
events whi
h are targeted to do
ument nodes. Even if the two models are
dierent, MHEG events and event handling 
on
epts 
an be mapped to
the DOM-2 event model. We will study this mapping, how it might be
implemented and what are the benets of su
h an implementation. Sin
e
the DOM-2 event model is a standard whi
h is supported by most browsers
(in
luding X-Smiles) we expe
t to end up with an easier and more ee
tive
way to implement the MHEG event model using existing browser features.
The following se
tions are devoted to these two steps and their in-depth
analysis. Further integration and fun
tionality extensions will be des
ribed
in the next 
hapter.




ribes the rst step of the integration, the \minimal 
onform-
ing engine" whi
h is based on an engine that supports only the mandatory
MHEG features. We will study what has to be implemented, an implemen-
tation example and its evaluation.
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5.2.1 Design
As we have already mentioned in Se
tion 2.6, 
onforman
e is always dened
in relation to an appli
ation domain. We have dened a minimal appli
ation
domain that 
ontains only the mandatory MHEG features and is des
ribed
in Appendix C (page 93). A






tionality must be implemented:
 An internal obje







ution queue and the event handling
 The parsing of MHEG-8 do
uments and 
onstru




As far as the internal obje
t model is 
on
erned, we do not have to
implement all the 
lasses' fun
tionality sin
e some of the 
lass features are
optional[14℄. Table 5.1 summarizes what has to be implemented for ea
h of








Ingredient Content hook and original 
ontent are ignored.
Appli
ation Defaults and lo
king are ignored.
S
ene Free moving 








Table 5.1: Minimal appli
ation domain 
lasses features
Based on the above des
ription, we 
an identify the elementary a
tions
that have to be supported. The resulting set 





t the implemented MHEG 











in order to 
reate a multimedia presentation and are des
ribed in terms of




tion 2.4). An obje
t's state 
onsists of the values of internal and external
attributes whi
h must be stored. A straightforward approa




ts. The form of these obje
ts and the
way they are 
ombined will be 
alled the \internal obje
t model". Below,
we will investigate how su
h a model 
an be stru
tured.
As far as the inheritan
e stru




the mapping is trivial. MHEG 
lasses inheritan
e will be represented by
implementation 
lasses inheritan





will be represented as su
h in the internal obje
t model. Consequently,
we will have an implementation 
lass hierar




The MHEG attributes represent the obje
t's state and 
an be imple-





t initialization and may be a

essed by other 
lasses. There-
fore they 
an be implemented either as publi




tions. Internal MHEG attributes are a

essed either internally or
by sub-
lasses so they might be implemented as \prote
ted" attributes. Sim-
ilarly, internal behaviours manipulate internal attributes and are a

essed
the same way, therefore, they 




e of an MHEG 
lass is based on the elementary a
-
tions that ae
t it. Consequently, we 













an either be inside or outside
the elementary a
tion fun
tions. In the rst 




onsist of MHEG referen
es. In the latter 
ase it will 
on-
tain implementation dependent referen
es. Sin








has to be resolved before 
alling the respe




Based on the arguments presented above we 
an derive a mapping of the
MHEG obje
t model to obje




illustrated in Table 5.2. A simple example of this mapping is illustrated in
Figure 5.1 where a partial denition of MHEG 
lasses Group and Appli
ation





















































ontains a group identier and an obje
t number.
The group identier is a string, that helps to lo
ate a group obje
t. The
obje




+ setObjectInformation(info : String)
# preparation()
+ setCachePriority(newPr : int)
Application
− objectInformation : String














Figure 5.1: MHEG { OO mapping example
Obje
t referen




ause the latter denes the appli
ation namespa
e. If the referen
ed obje
t








an be derived. If the obje
t is not loaded (e.g. a
new s
ene) the appli
ation has to lo
ate it and, if the referen
e is valid, 
re-
ate a new implementation instan
e. This pro
ess will most probably in
lude
the parsing of a new MHEG le.
The MHEG-5 standard[14℄ states that a referen
e should be resolved only
when ne
essary. For instan
e, for an elementary a
tion, the target obje
t
referen
e and possible parameter referen
es have to be resolved immediately
before the exe
ution of the elementary a










annot be resolved during parsing). This

an be a
hieved by either pro
essing the sour




tures that represent the required information
(e.g. stru











ould be a Java referen
e
or a C pointer.
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The MHEG error-ignoring behaviour allows use of both of the solutions.
However we will follow the se
ond one sin
e it allows easier pro
essing of
the a










ated by red links and A
tion 
lass attributes. In order to
des
ribe this pro





an be represented as a sequen
e of elementary a
tions. Ele-
mentary a
tions are not spe
ied as MHEG 
lasses (Se
tion 2.4.2) and there
is a la
k of guidan
e within the standard[14℄ on the most adequate imple-
mentation. Sin
e, we have de













tion using an internal 
lass is a good solution. For instan
e,
we 
an have an abstra
t root 
lass ElementaryA






lass will hold information on the parameters
of the a




ution and for invoking the appropriate method of the target MHEG
obje
t. This approa
h provides a simple way of handling elementary a
tions
and separates the 
on





tions are always exe
uted sequentially be
ause of either
a \red" link or a well spe
ied obje
t 
ondition (e.g. the onStartUp at-
tribute). MHEG-5 does not spe
ify any relation between these two, so the
latter 
an be exe
uted when the standard{spe
ied 




ied by the event model below.




tion 2.5 is needed. There will be a syn
hronous and an asyn
hronous
event queue where 




ution, it is 
he
ked if there are any red links that
must be exe




are inserted in the exe
ution queue.
However, if this design is dire
tly implemented, it is diÆ
ult to mark
the asyn
hronous event boundaries (i.e. when an asyn
hronous event is ex-
e






) and an asyn
hronous (A
1
) event re simultaneously.
If we give priority to asyn




pushed to the exe
ution queue. However, after the exe




will still be pending and therefore exe
uted immedi-
ately. Consequently, we will have an interleaving of link exe
ution where
the syn
hronous event nishes before the asyn
hronous one.
A simple solution is to introdu
e the 
on










tain information on the elementary a
tions and the pending asyn
hronous





an be implemented by using a sta
k of pairs of queues
(for per level exe
ution and syn
hronous event queue) and an asyn
hronous
event queue. Ea
h time an event is handled, a new level will be 
reated.
A simple example of this 
on
ept is illustrated in Figure 5.2. We have to
point out that even if the simple model of the previous paragraph 
ould be
used for a 
onforming engine, the one spe
ied here seems to be 
loser to
the intentions of the standard.
Finally, as far as \ring" of links is 
on




tive links when an event is emitted. If a link \res", the 
orresponding
event is pla
ed in either the asyn
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Async


























k event model example
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Parsing
MHEG-8 representation parsing is handled by the XML parser and the
engine whi
h has to pro












parsing should have a hierar
hi





hy similar to the MHEG one. However, there is no
need to adopt this approa
h sin
e a more \
ompa









orresponds to a sub




















ause of the error-ignoring behaviour of MHEG, the engine
is not expe
ted to produ
e error messages). However, the sooner the 
he
ks






The implementation is a straightforward appli





e, there is no user intera
tion (no presentables or
intera
tibles are implemented) the only browser spe
i
 
ode will relate to




tion, we will des
ribe the implementation of the rst MHEG extension
to X-Smiles.
The engine fun
tionality is divided into 5 parts as illustrated in Table
5.3; the rest of the implementation se
tion will des
ribe ea





h supported MHEG 
lass (as
dened in Se






t model Class hierar











ution handling Event and exe
ution handling.
Referen







tionality of the engine (in
ludes parser,
engine manager, error handler et
).
Table 5.3: MHEG engine 
omponents
attributes and the elementary a
tions interfa
e are implemented. Class hi-
erar
hy is similar to the MHEG standard hierar
hy and and a partial illus-
tration (ex
luding the variable 
lasses) is shown in Figure 5.3. The imple-










ontain all the parameter information
spe
ied in the sour





h is responsible for resolving all the referen
es and

alling the appropriate member fun
tion of the target MHEG obje
t. The
sour












solving is performed in 
ooperation with the a
tive appli










lass attributes. The latter fun
tionality is provided
by the run fun
tion of the elementary a





h implements the model des
ribed and
illustrated in Se
tion 5.2.1 (and in Figure 5.2, page 51).
The sta
















ation. When the MHEGPro
essor is \run", it terminates only when
the presentation is over. We have to point out that sin
e asyn
hronous events









ing part of the implementation 
ontains stru
tures








an either be a hard 
oded integer or a referen
e to an
integer variable). A partial 
lass diagram is shown in Figure 5.5. RefInter-
fa
e provides the fun







orrespond to the respe
tive MHEG-5 entities whi
h
are mainly used for storing elementary a
tions' parameter information. The
ObjRef 





tions are provided for eÆ






ontains the link pro
essor, the parser, the





































Figure 5.6: Engine manager 
lass
ager) is responsible for linking and managing all the other engine parts and
for initialization and destru














k of the a
tive links and handles red links.
It provides fun
tions for event emission whi
h notify the MHEGPro
essor
for any red links. The parser is used for pro
essing the DOM tree of the
sour
e le and build the internal obje





tion 5.2.1. Finally, the error handler is mainly
used for debugging purposes (sin
e an MHEG engine simply ignores any
errors o

urred) and is responsible for the message output.
5.2.3 Evaluation
In this se
tion we will evaluate the rst step of the integration by studying
a simple exe
ution example and 
ommenting on the implementation.
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Sin
e there are no presentables, the engine's fun
tion 
an only be mon-
itored using the output debug messages. The implementation oers two
interfa
es: one that outputs all debug information to the 
onsole and one
that uses an X-Smiles window to produ




e. We will use the rst variant whi
h is more appropriate
for our des
ription.
A simple example 
onsists of an appli
ation and a s
ene XML le. We
will 
onstru
t an MHEG appli
ation whi
h, when a
tivated, makes a tran-
sition to the spe
ied s
ene. At this point, the s
ene will set the value of an
integer variable to 10000, wait for this long (in millise
onds) and then quit.





hronous events and several forms of elementary a
tion
exe
ution. The XML sour




essing of these les by our implementation works as expe
ted.
Firstly, the appli
ation denition and the internal obje
t model is 
on-
stru
ted. The latter, pre
isely represents the spe
ied appli
ation in ad-
dition to the default values spe
ied by the MHEG-5 standard. Then, the
appli
ation starts and the appli
ation obje
t is a
tivated (as well as its in-
gredients). The isRunning event is generated, and the 
orresponding link
\res". The link's a
tion 






uted by parsing the s




ene's link res, the MHEG variable is set to \10000", and a










h leads to the destru
tion of all the MHEG obje
ts
and to appli
ation termination. The detailed output of the MHEG engine
that illustrates all these steps is in
luded in Appendix E.
Even if our example shows that the engine works as expe
ted, there
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are some outstanding issues. Firstly, the appli
ation obje




h are not already loaded. As 
onsequen
e






e, we would have to 





tions, are provided by the a
tive appli
ation.
However, the external interfa





Moreover, the parser design didn't prove to be the best solution. For ea
h
new parsed entity the same kind of 
he
ks and translation must be repeated.
Probably, if we 
ould nd an asso









Similar problems were introdu
ed by the elementary a
tions design de
i-
sion. Even if representing ea
h elementary a
tion as a separate 
lass seems
like a good design paradigm, it proves problemati
 during the implementa-
tion be
ause of the number of the elementary a
tions. Probably a simpler
approa
h (similar to the parser) should have been followed.
Finally, the 
ode for this simple 
ore engine proved to be lengthier than
expe
ted. Therefore, in the next se
tion we will investigate how we 
an
integrate MHEG and DOM event models in order to provide an easier and
more 
ompa
t solution for the event handling 
omponent of the engine.
5.3 Se
ond step: Event model integration
After implementing the 
ore MHEG engine, we 
an experiment on how to
use additional existing browser features to support the MHEG fun
tionality.
The se
ond part of the integration is 
on
erned with the DOM and MHEG
event models integration. Spe
i
ally, we will try to map MHEG events
fun
tionality to the DOM event model in order to a





5.3.1 Event models 
omparison
Firstly, it is important to 
ompare the two models in order identify whi
h
MHEG event features are dire
tly supported (by the DOM event model)
and whi
h are not. Below, we will des
ribe how similar 
on
epts are dened
and handled for ea
h model.
An MHEG event is generated by an MHEG obje
t (either be
ause of
an internal behaviour or an elementary a
tion) and has a sour
e obje
t, a
type and an optional asso
iated value. The sour
e obje
t is the MHEG
obje
t that emits the event; the type is one of the predened MHEG event
types, and the asso
iated value might be an integer, a boolean or a string
(depending on the type of the event). A DOM event is generated by the
implementation and has a target, a type and might in
lude additional infor-
mation. The target is a DOM node, the type is a string and the additional
information 
an be stored in attributes of the event obje
t.
Event 
ow is dierent between the two models. Spe
i
ally, in MHEG
there is no event 






tive links to re. Further pro
essing is
spe
ied by the a
tions of the links. On the other hand, DOM has a well
dened event 
ow, where an event \
ows" from the do
ument root to the
spe
ied event target and might (if it is a bubbling event) 
ow upwards
to the root again. Therefore, event handlers might be a
tivated by events
targeted to nodes lower in the DOM tree hierar
hy.
MHEG events are handled by a
tive link obje
ts while DOM events are
handled by registered event listeners. An MHEG link is asso
iated to an
event in terms of the event sour
e, the event type and the optional event
information. When an event is generated and there is an \asso
iated" a
tive
link, it \res" and the spe
ied a
tion is exe
uted. The DOM event listeners
are asso
iated to events in terms of the event target and the event type.
When an event's 
ow meets a 
orresponding event listener (listeners are
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atta
hed to DOM tree nodes), the listener a
tion is exe
uted. A listener has
to be spe
i
ally registered to an event target, and in order to unregister it
we have to keep tra
k of the listener obje
t referen
e and its parameters.
An event may 
ause several handlers to exe
ute in both models. For
both the MHEG links and DOM listeners of the same node, simultaneous
\ring" leads to the exe
ution of all the handlers in sequen
e (however, the
order is not spe
ied). A signi
ant dieren
e is that in 
ase of transitional
MHEG elementary a
tions, further elementary a
tions and red links, that
are out of the new 
ontext, should not be handled. However, DOM event
listeners are always exe
uted.
MHEG events 




hronously (i.e. there is no parallel exe
ution). Generally,





hronous events are not allowed to pre-
empt other asyn
hronous events, they must be queued for later syn
hronous
exe
ution. A DOM event generated by an event handler is handled syn-





hronous events, and there is no event
pre-emption. If an event is generated while another one is exe
uting, they
will be handled in parallel.
Table 5.4 summarizes the 
omparison of the dierent event model prop-
erties. Based on this information, in the next se
tion we will investigate how
to map the MHEG to the DOM event model. We will also propose a design
for an implementation that implements this mapping.
5.3.2 Design
Firstly, we will study how MHEG event model 
on
epts map to DOM event
model fun
tionality. This will allow an implementation renement featuring
a more 
ompa
t MHEG event model implementation that takes advantage
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Property MHEG DOM



















ow N/A Event 
apturing and bub-
bling











































Table 5.4: Event models 
omparison
of the DOM events fun
tionality.
An MHEG event is generated by an MHEG obje
t, be
ause of either
an internal behaviour or an elementary a
tion (whi
h is implemented as
a member of the MHEG 
lasses). A DOM event 
an be generated by
the dispat
hEvent() method of an EventTarget. Sin
e, both internal be-
haviours and elementary a
tions are implemented using Java 
ode, a DOM
event generation is a matter of 
alling the dispat
hEvent() method.
An MHEG event is asso
iated to an event sour
e, a type, and an optional
variable. The event sour
e 
an be mapped to the DOM node that 
orre-
sponds to the sour
e MHEG obje
t. For instan









ation>" tag. We have to point out that even if MHEG has
an event sour
e while DOM has event target we 
ould use them inter
hange-
ably. The DOM event handlers 
orrespond to events targeted to a spe
i

EventTarget while the MHEG links handle events from a spe
ied sour
e.
It is simply a dierent use of the terminology.
The event type and information mapping is trivial. A DOM event is
identied a

ording to its name whi
h 




an be mapped to a 
orresponding string (e.g. map the \Is-
Running" event to an \MHEG:IsRunning" DOM event string). An MHEG
event 
an have an asso
iated boolean, integer or string value. This 
an
be in
luded as an attribute of the DOM event 
lass (we have to sub
lass
org.w3
.dom.Event in order to provide an event implementation). Sum-








e will not introdu
e any problems, sin
e the
DOM event model fun
tionality is more generi
 than that of MHEG. Spe
if-
i
ally, if we disable event 
apturing and event bubbling, events will only trig-
ger handlers registered for the spe
ied event targets. \Disabling" implies
that there will be no \
apturing" listeners and the events will not bubble.
The DOM Event handling is performed by event listeners whi
h are reg-
istered to event targets. Therefore, it would be useful to map MHEG links
fun
tionality to DOM event listeners. A DOM event listener is registered
to a DOM tree node, and thereafter is a
tivated ea
h time a 
orrespond-
ing event 
ows to that node. As we have already mentioned, the event
listener should be registered to the node that is asso
iated to the event's
sour
e MHEG obje
t, and the event type will be a string that 
orresponds
to the event name. The prin









ept reserved strings whi
h start with \DOM".
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a
hieved by holding a referen
e to the asso




An MHEG link, 





tivated by either elementary a
tions or internal behaviours. This behaviour

an be implemented using DOM handlers by either registering/unregistering
them or by 
he
king the link status in the handler 
ode. The latter approa
h





is no need to keep tra
k of the obje
t handler referen
es (they are needed in




tive" handlers will not be atta
hed to event
targets and will not have to be 
he
ked for ea
h event. Therefore, we will
follow the rst approa
h.
\Multiple handlers" and \Event re
ursion" properties of the two models
are handled identi
ally. If there are more than one listeners a
tivated by
the same event they will be handled in sequen
e, and events generated by
event handlers will be pro
essed syn
hronously. However, if a DOM event
is generated while another one is being handled in its own exe
ution thread,
they will be handled in parallel. Nevertheless, assuming that the basi

engine fun









hronous event handler is a
tivated, it must not preempt
handling of another asyn
hronous event and must be queued. A simple way
to implement this is by laun
hing a dierent thread that waits for other
asyn
hronous events to nish. Consequently, the asyn
hronous event queue
will be implemented as a queue of waiting threads of exe
ution.





uted, pending red links that are out of the new 
ontext should be
removed. Moreover, any queued elementary a
tions must not be handled as
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well. This behaviour 





ks if the handled link is in \s
ope" and where elementary
a
tions after transitional ones will be ignored.
Summarizing, we have des




h is illustrated in Table 5.5. An implementation of this
mapping would allow MHEG events (and in general, the exe
ution model)
handling using DOM event fun
tionality and is des
ribed in the next se
tion.
MHEG 7 ! DOM
Event generation 7 ! DOM event dispat
hing
Event sour





Event type 7 ! A string des
ribing the event
Event data 7 ! Event 
lass attributes
Link obje
ts 7 ! DOM event handler registered at the respe
tive







tivation 7 ! register/unregister event handlers
Multiple links 7 ! Multiple handlers
Event re
ursion 7 ! Event re
ursion





ope in event handler fun
tionality
Table 5.5: Event models mapping
5.3.3 Implementation
In order to implement the mapping des
ribed previously, we have to provide
a DOM event 
lass whi
h will represent MHEG events and a DOM event
listener whi
h will handle them. Moreover, we have to 
onne
t the new
event model to the engine.
Firstly, sin
e it is useful to be able to use both the old and this event
model we will 
onvert the old LinkPro
essor 
lass to an interfa
e. There will
be two implementations, LinkPro
essorSimple and LinkPro
essorDOM for
the old and the new event model respe
tively. The interfa
e will provide the
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shared fun
tionality for event emission, and Link registration and removal.
The new link pro
essor hierar











apsulates the old event model fun
tionality,
while the LinkPro
essorDOM is based on the DOM event model. Spe
if-
i
ally, the addLink() member fun
tion \a
tivates" a link by adding the




t. The listener is 
reated by the MHEGLink obje
t, as
we will des
ribe below. However, in order to nd the \appropriate" target
for the listener, there has to be an asso
iation between internal MHEG ob-
je
ts and the DOM tree elements. Therefore, we have to add an attribute to
MHEGRoot that refers to the 
orresponding DOM node. In order to imple-
ment the removeLink() behaviour we have to keep a referen




reates the event handler, it will
also be responsible for keeping that referen
e. Finally, there are four varia-
tions of throwEvent() that 




reates an event obje
t and dispat
hes it to the
event sour
e's DOM tree node. Moreover, LinkPro
essorDOM manages ex-
e






h is used for suspending and waking up asyn-

hronous event handling threads.
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tionality. It has to inherit org.w3
.dom.events.Event in order
to be a DOM event and should 
ontain information about the type and the
asso
iated data of the event. The latter is stored in a general Obje
t and
the type is stored using an integer value (similarly to the previous model).




onverts and integer type to a DOM
event name in order to a
hieve 
onsistent type translation. The MHEG
DOM event 
lass inherits a parser spe
i




tionality. An illustration of the hierar
hy for
the dened event 










iates to event handling infor-
mation by holding a referen





tionality is the event handling and it depends on the type of the asso
iated
event. If the latter is syn




e. If it is asyn




hronous event is handled. In that 
ase, a new thread is laun
hed whi
h




uted. When, the exe
ution of an asyn
hronous event ends, one
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of the waiting threads (if any) is notied. This allows timely exe
ution of
asyn
hronous events, and gives them higher priority than the asyn
hronous
ones (sin
e all waiting threads will be exe
uted before the exe
ution returns
to the pending elementary a
tions). An illustration of the event listener
hierar






Figure 5.9: Event listener hierar
hy
Finally, as we have already mentioned, we have to modify theMHEGLink

lass in order to keep a referen






ts that might emit events need to be asso
iated
to the 




h events, we simply have to add a referen
e to MHEGRoot that
points to the 
orresponding Node of the DOM tree. The new event model
design is summarized in Figure 5.10.
5.3.4 Evaluation
In order to test the fun
tionality of the engine with the new event model,
we will use the appli
ation example of Se
tion 5.2.3 and 
ompare the result
to that of the previous engine implementation.
The new implementation behaves exa
tly as the previous one. The appli-

ation transition is su

essful and the asyn






















Figure 5.10: New event model design
properly. All the event handling debug output has been repla
ed by dis-
pat
hing of events and a
tivation and dea
tivation of listeners messages. In
general the fun
tional part of the new implementation seems 
orre
t. The
detailed output of engine is in
luded in Appendix E.
Our initial goal was to handle MHEG events using the DOM event model.
However, we a
hieved more than that, sin
e the whole exe
ution model has
been repla
ed by the new implementation. The latter, in addition to the old
LinkPro




ks, the Event 





e the old event handling and exe
ution
me
hanism was about 700 lines long while the new one is only 350 lines. Even
if this is not an obje




ould safely say that the DOM implementation is simpler than the previous
one be
ause of the MHEG { DOM event models similarities.
However there are still some problems to be resolved. The handler 
ode
might introdu
e parallel handling of events (whi
h should normally be ex-
e
uted sequentially). This might happen when an asyn
hronous event link






ode in the handler.
Moreover, transitional elementary a
tions spe




e out of s
ope red links (whi
h are not still pro
essed) are
not removed, and the exe
ution 







ks into the event handler implementa-
tion. Both this and the previous problem 
an be easily addressed, however,
we will not 
onsider them due to la




hapter we studied how MHEG fun
tionality 
an be integrated to a
browser in general and to X-Smiles in parti
ular. The integration pro
ess
was divided in two steps. The rst one was the implementation of a 
ore
MHEG engine that allowed an in depth study of the MHEG engine imple-
mentation, design and its integration with a browser. The se
ond part was
mostly fo
used on the use of a standard browser feature (the DOM event





hieved an easier implementation of the MHEG event
model using DOM event fun
tionality we 
ould say that we have met our
goal.
Of 
ourse, there are many more steps the might be taken in order to
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a
hieve further integration. However, we were not able to investigate more
approa
hes be
ause the available time for the proje
t was limited.
In the next 
hapter we will provide a more \high level" evaluation of our




Evaluation { further resear
h
After des
ribing our work on the integration of web browsers and intera
tive
TV, we will evaluate our a
hievements, 
omment on the standards and tools
used and provide thoughts for further resear
h on the subje
t. Moreover, we
will 
ompare our work to the initial proje




ipal intention was to study the ITV and web browser domains and
investigate the 
onvergen
e of the two te
hnologies. For the ITV domain we
fo
used on the MHEG-5 standard, while for the browsers domain we fo
used
on the X-Smiles browser and the DOM standard.
We have managed to implement a fun
tional MHEG extension for X-
Smiles whi
h uses the MHEG-8 notation. Moreover, we studied how the
MHEG event model 
an be implemented using DOM events fun
tionality.
These two steps allowed an in depth study of the MHEG and DOM standards





laim that our study is 
omplete, sin
e there still
are some outstanding issues whi
h 
ould have been studied if there was more





The rst part of the integration (Se
tion 5.2) 
onsists of the design and
implementation of a minimal 
onforming MHEG extension to X-Smiles. The
implementation is fun
tional, however, it 
an be argued \how mu
h of an
integration" it is. X-Smiles features are used only for 
onne
ting the MHEG
engine to the browser and the DOM is only used for parsing the XML
denitions. Nevertheless, it is a ne
essary step that provides the foundation
for further investigation.
As far as the implementation is 
on
erned, the rst part provides all the

ore aspe




onsequently there is no expli
it multimedia
presentation or user intera
tion. The original intention was to implement
these in the se
ond part of the implementation if there was available time.
However, be





events model integration whi




Moreover, the implementation has some 
onforman
e problems relating
to the transitional elementary a
tions. Firstly, TranstionTo is implemented
as part of the appli
ation 
lass be





ondly, after the 
ompletion of a transitional a
tion,
further queued a
tions and red links that are out of 
ontext are not re-
moved. Again, the reason for these was the la




isions for the rst part were the browser requirements, the
minimal appli




k event model implementation, the separate handling
of attribute a
tions and events, and the overall parser design.
The requirements for browser sele
tion still seem reasonable and the se-
le
tion of X-Smiles was adequate, sin
e the integration of MHEG fun
tional-
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ity was relatively easy. However, we probably should stress more the impor-
tan
e of Internet standards support, sin
e, using international standards for





ation domain denition proved optimal for the proje
t
timetable. Even for this very restri
tive 
ore, the implementation was quite
time 
onsuming and if we had in
luded presentables and intera
tibles we
would have run out of time.
Con
erning the internal obje




tory. It resulted to a 
onsistent (with the




hy provided a 
lear internal model, however, the required repe-
tition of similar 
ode was quite time 
onsuming. Nevertheless, the adopted
referen
ing model was quite useful and allowed a higher level implementa-
tion of the elementary a
tions and the whole engine in general. Finally,
dereferen










tion handling, and 
onsequently 
ontributed to a better overall design.
As we have already mentioned the event model of the rst implementa-
tion step (using sta
ks of queues) re
e




e a simpler implementation (similar
to the des
ription in Se
tion 2.5) would also result to a 
onforming engine,
we 






tions independently resulted to a simpler exe
ution model
implementation but might introdu




probably not the intention of the standard; it might be more appropriate to
let the exe
ution queue handle this as well.
Finally, parser design su

essfully follows the hierar
hi
al form the MHEG-
8 syntax. However, it might be useful to allow a further investigation of a
simpler implementation (probably relying on the properties of the input
73
syntax, and the validation of the XML parser).
6.1.2 Event models integration
The se
ond part of the integration (Se
tion 5.3) fo
uses on an implemen-
tation of the MHEG event model using the DOM events fun
tionality. We
have managed to provide a mapping of the event model 
on
epts and to




hievement of this part is that the nal implementa-
tion proved easier and more 
ompa
t than the old one. Therefore, at least
this part of the engine, 
an be implemented more eÆ
iently using existing
browser features. Moreover, the integration is based on an international
standard rather on a browser spe
i
 model. Consequently, this implemen-
tation 





erning the implementation, the 
ore fun




hronous events are handled similarly to the initial
implementation. However, there are some outstanding issues 
on
erning
event preemption and transitional elementary a
tions. Spe
i
ally, if a syn-

hronous event is being exe
uted and an asyn
hronous event is generated,
instead of pre-empting the exe
ution or waiting in a queue, the asyn
hronous
event will be handled in parallel. However, when there is a 
ollision of two
asyn
hronous events the queuing is handled properly. Moreover, similarly to
the old model, transitional elementary a
tions are not handled as spe
ied
by the standard be
ause pending elementary a
tions and red links might
still be exe
uted.
Finally, we have to point out that a full study of the event models in-
tegration was not possible be
ause of the la
k of the engine support for
presentables and intera
tibles. This prohibited the investigation a mapping
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from DOM UIEvents to MHEG user interfa
e events. There would also be
an asso
iation with the Views[29℄ part of the DOM standard. However,
even if there was adequate support from the 
ore engine, there would be
additional problems sin
e 





ould say that the main obsta




onstraints, and the need to implement the 
ore MHEG
engine in order to gain the required understanding of the standards and to
support further study. The implementation of the 
ore engine proved quite
time 
onsuming and therefore we managed to investigate only one 
ase of
further integration (the event models). Based on this we 
an argue that the
in
remental design and implementation approa
h was a good de
ision sin
e




ision to use MHEG-8 for MHEG representation proved useful
sin
e the integration pro
ess was made easier. XML validation in addition
to the DOM fun
tionality provided by the browser redu
ed the 
omplexity
of the parser and made the event models integration feasible. Therefore
we 




e of ITV and web te
hnologies.
DOM events support allowed event models integration mainly be
ause
DOM model is more generi















 features were not extensively used for the inte-
gration be
ause X-Smiles is not restri
tive and gives mu
h freedom to the
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MLFC implementation. Therefore, most of the engine 
an be implemented
almost independently of X-Smiles. However, if we had in
luded presentables
and intera
tibles we might have had more X-Smiles { MHEG intera
tion (at
least for the user interfa
e support).
Finally, we have to say that our study was fo
used on the MHEG-5
integration into a web browser. We have not studied how the MHEG 
ontent
will rea
h the browser (e.g. through a web server or an STB). Several
problems were solved with this approa
h sin
e otherwise we would have to
additionally 








6.2 Comments on the standards used and X-Smiles
After implementing the MHEG engine we have 
on
luded that MHEG-5 is
quite powerful for representing intera
tive multimedia. It allows develop-
ment of versatile appli
ations and the event model is designed in su
h a way
that 
an be handled by low resour




ation domain is very useful for adapting the model into a wide
variety of domains. However, the standard has some relatively vague parts
whi
h need further spe
i
ation in order to assist the engine and appli
ation
developer. For instan
e, the event model 
ould benet by a more detailed
explanation.
Sin
e XML is supported by most of the 
urrent browsers, MHEG XML
notation is of great use be
ause it allows use of standard XML features whi
h
make the pro
ess of input pro
essing mu








hy. However, the resulting DOM tree represents MHEG
obje
ts 
ontainment and not the obje
t hierar
hy or the presentation spatial

ontainment. If that was the 
ase, we 
ould make use of event bubbling
and 
apturing event handling in order to map MHEG 
lasses behaviour
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to DOM events 
on
epts. Moreover, the MHEG-8 standardization might
enfor
e general purpose use of MHEG for other areas in addition to ITV.
Nevertheless, even if XML languages are easy to write by hand (sin
e XML
is a textual notation), in order to develop a useful MHEG appli
ation, an
authoring tool has to be used. This is a 
onsequen
e of the amount of XML







al indexing instead of naming).




luded in Appendix B) was to integrate MHEG
fun
tionality to the Mozilla web browser. Our main goal was to identify
whi
h parts of the MHEG engine 
an be implemented using existing browser
features and to modify Mozilla in order to make it MHEG aware. More-
over, our impli
it intention was to straightforwardly implement the MHEG
fun




h uses only the absolutely ne
essary browser 
omponents.
Firstly, we have used X-Smiles instead of Mozilla. The latter was ini-
tially 
hosen be
ause it is a full featured and more mainstream browser.
However, the 
omplex design and the la
k of adequate do
umentation lead
us to re
onsider the target platform for our resear
h. Consequently, we have
introdu
ed the browser assessment 
hapter where our main goal was to iden-
tify the appropriate platform for our study. X-Smiles proved to be the best
solution among the alternatives we have set.
The initial plan was to implement MHEG fun
tionality using browser
features and the W3C's XML, DOM and XSL standards. We nally used
the XML (for do
ument pro
essing) and DOM (for do
ument pro
essing and
event models integration). However, we have not extensively used browser
features, as explained above, and we did not investigate how other W3C
standards, like XSL, might be of use be
ause of the time 
onstraints.
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Finally, we originally intended to pro
eed to the integration in a single
step and to provide an MHEG engine with at least some basi
 support for
presentables. However, the inherent 
omplexity of the whole pro
ess lead
us to separate the pro
ess into a number of steps of whi




After evaluating our study we will examine possible further resear
h in dif-





At rst, the MHEG exe
ution model for both parts of the integration re-
quires some further 




ution should be integrated with the events exe
ution. For
the rst part's engine we simply have to modify the pro
essor in order to han-
dle them. For the se
ond part the solution might be to emulate them using
DOM events. Moreover, transitional a
tions behaviour should be 
orre
ted.
Pending red links that are out of the new 
ontext should be removed and
further elementary a




hanism should be integrated into the general
referen
ing fun
tionality of the appli
ation obje
t. This way there will be no
need to expli
itly load obje
ts when needed (e.g. at a transitionTo a
tion).
When an obje




should be loaded automati
ally. This will also allow a standard 
onforming












hronous events for the
se
ond part of the integration should be syn
hronized in a way that there
is no parallel exe




ution when an asyn




hed as part of the asyn
hronous event handler should
be handled normally.
It would also be interesting to investigate how event models integration

ould be a
hieved without the use of threads. The MHEG-5 standard is
designed for light weight platforms and using threads to emulate the event
queue might be quite resour
e 
onsuming.
Finally, we should in
lude handling of presentable and intera
tible MHEG
obje
ts in order to have a full-featured engine. This approa
h should fo
us
on using the least possible X-Smiles spe
i
 features so that the engine 
ould
be ported to another browser platform in order to 
he








 step for further integration would be to study how MHEG user
events 
an be mapped to DOM Events 
on
epts. That would require the
implementation of presentables and intera
tibles and a DOM implementa-
tion that supports UIEvents and DOM Views[29℄. For instan
e, an asso
ia-
tion between the DOM obje
ts and their s
reen representation 
ould allow
generation of DOM UIEvents. This 
ould then be mapped to MHEG user
events and used for supporting user intera
tion.
The integration of other MHEG 
omponents (ex
ept the event model)

ould also be studied. For instan
e, elementary a
tions internal representa-
tion might be substituted by the respe




h will use DOM information in
order to pro
ess elementary a
tions. Moreover, the whole internal obje
t
model 
ould be substituted by a DOM obje




ould be emulated using event bubbling and 
apturing.




eholder for internal 
lass attributes and for 
reating a more adequate
tree stru
ture. This transformation 
ould be a
hieved by the use of the
XSL-T[26℄ fun
tionality.
It would also be interesting to use other supported standards for the
integration pro
ess. For instan
e some MHEG intera
tibles (like a push
button or a text area) 





As we have already mentioned, we have studied a restri
ted 
ase of the ITV
domain were a personal 
omputer was used for browser exe
ution and sim-





ould be studied in a wide variety of 
ongurations. For
instan
e, the browser might be running on an STB. In that 
ase the trans-
mission proto




e, if the transmission is a based on an obje
t 
arousel).
Moreover, the use of MHEG-8 should be re-examined if signi
antly dierent
transmission proto
ols are to be used.
In the 
ase were the browser is run on an STB, we 
ould have both ITV





e environment several additional 
onstraints must be taken into a

ount
(e.g. memory and pro
essor usage, available bandwidth et
)
As far as the transmission of 
ontent is 
on
erned, depending on the
target platform, dierent approa
hes 
an be investigated. For instan
e, the
\XML proto
ol"[31℄ is a W3C working draft that 
ould be used for MHEG
obje
ts information. Also the transport proto
ol for real time appli
ations
(RTP)[10℄ 
ould be used for 
ontent transmission. However, the proto
ols
to be used should always be studied in relation to the target platform. For
instan
e, HTTP transmission might be a good solution for a web browser
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on a desktop 
omputer, however it might not be adequate for a STB or a
mobile phone.
An interesting investigation would be the 
omparison of the MHEG-5
and SMIL[25℄ standards for web based multimedia appli
ations. MHEG-5




of the MHEG-8 standard, it has be
ome an attra
tive way for supporting
intera
tive multimedia for the web. Moreover, SMIL is 
onsidered one of
the dominant 
urrent web multimedia standards. A 
omparison of the two
standards would be useful for testing the appli
ability of both for modern
multimedia appli
ations and for identifying the advantages and disadvan-
tages of ea
h.
Finally, our study 
ould be extended in order to investigate a generi

way to support XML 
ontent. XML is able to represent virtually everything
be
ause it is only 
on
erned with the stru
ture of the information. How-
ever, the semanti
s information is lost as well as the information on how
to handle the 
ontent. In order to avoid in
ompatible browser extensions
for the support of spe
i
 do
ument types, a generi
 semanti
s language
may be developed. The latter will provide additional semanti
s information
in a way similar to XSL. However, it will be 
on
erned with the \seman-
ti
s" of the tags and on how they should be pro
essed and presented. This
eort 
ould benet from the shared required fun
tionality for dierent 
on-
tent types (e.g. parsing, internal obje
t model, rendering ma
hine et
). A
superset of this fun
tionality 
ould be provided by the browser 
ore and
the additional semanti
s information will simply \
ustomize" the existing
browser 










ern throughout this proje
t was to investigate the integra-
tion of the Intera
tive TV (ITV) and web browsers. As we have already
mentioned, the study of the integration is important be
ause both areas will
benet sin
e it will help towards enhan
ed servi
es for both of the domains.





TV would benet from the ability to a





h was based on the modi
ation of the X-Smiles browser in
order to introdu
e MHEG fun
tionality. X-Smiles was sele
ted as the target
web browser platform after a browser assessment pro
ess in whi
h we studied
six browser alternatives for the most adequate one for our resear
h. The
MHEG-5 standard was sele




epted as part of the DAVIC ITV spe
i
ation and as the U.K. terrestrial
ITV platform. Moreover, the re
ent MHEG-8 standard, whi
h denes an
XML representation for MHEG-5 
ontent, was an additional reason for the
use of MHEG, sin
e, most of the 
urrent browsers support XML and the
related Internet standards.
We divided the integration pro
ess in two steps. The rst one was the





tionality. This was a
hieved by dening a minimal
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appli
ation domain to whi
h the implementation 
onforms. The 
ore engine
implementation used only the absolutely required X-Smiles features whi
h
in
luded the XML parser and the DOM model. The se
ond step was 
on-

erned with the MHEG and DOM event models. Our goal was to implement
the MHEG event model using existing DOM event fun
tionality. Our nal
a
hievement was to provide an event model implementation whi
h was easier
to write and more 
ompa
t than the initial approa
h.
Our study 
an be extended to further integrate the two areas and to use
as many existing standard browser features as possible. Within the 
on-
straints of the proje
t time limits, we were able to demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of integrating these two models. Further integration should be relatively







ASN.1: The MHEG notation dened in the rst part of the standards.
CSS: Cas
ading Style Sheets standard.












HTML: HyperText Markup Language standard






MHEG: Multimedia and Hypermedia information 
oding Experts Group.
Also, the family of the 8 MHEG standards.




MHEG-8: MHEG part 8, \XML Notation for ISO/IEC 13522-5 (MHEG
XML)" standard.






W3C: The World Wide Web Consortium
WWW: World Wide Web
Web 
lient: The appli
ation used to present web 
ontent.
X-Smiles: The browser platform used for the integration pro
ess.
XSL: The eXtensible Stylesheet Language standard.



















erned with the integration of two te
hnologies that used
to be distin
t and evolve almost independently: web and Intera
tive TV.
Most of the web browsers were only 
apable of displaying simple HTML
hyperlinked text, transferred using HTTP proto
ol. However, due to the





ame into play. One of them is intera
tive multimedia, whi
h is inherent in
the eld of intera
tive TV. Therefore, the integration of the two te
hnologies
seems bene




What we are going to investigate, is the integration of MHEG fun
tion-
ality into web browsers. We have 
hosen MHEG be
ause it is the a

epted
standard for providing intera
tive multimedia 
ontent for UK terrestrial dig-
ital TV. MHEG-8 is an XML representation of MHEG obje
ts, whi
h makes
it even more appli
able for pro
essing by an XML-aware web browser.
As far as the browser is 
on
erned, we are going to use Mozilla, an
open sour
e browser that in




t to extend the above investigation to the integration of MHEG
fun
tionality into Mozilla.
B.2 The problem area
The proje
t will involve two basi
 
hallenges. Firstly, to manage to nd the

ommonalties among dierent web te
hnologies and the MHEG standard.
Se
ondly, the modi
ation of Mozilla, whi






h eort by itself. Below, we will give a brief
overview of the dierent te
hnologies that are expe
ted to be involved, some
example relationships among them, and a brief overview of Mozilla.
B.2.1 The standards
MHEG




ts and the relationships between them de-
s
ribe the stru





t is the \Appli
ation" obje





h in turn may 






h is the set of fun
tions that 
an be performed on it. The
MHEG event model is able to represent obje




ial internal events. When an event is red (e.g by the expi-
ration of a timer, a user intera
tion or the end of a video 
lip), the a
tions
to be taken are des
ribed by links. These a
tions are in form of sequential
elementary a
tions, whi
h are performed on obje
ts (similarly to member

alls in obje
t oriented programming languages).
When we say \transferring intera
tive multimedia obje
ts", we mean
that a standard way to en
ode and transfer obje
t, stru
ture and event
handling information. This is based on ASN.1 (abstra
t syntax notation 1)
whi
h 
an take textual or binary form.
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MHEG-8 extends MHEG by providing an XML representation for de-
s
ribing and transferring obje
ts. Sin
e, web and Internet users are more
used to these kind of mark-up languages, it is most probably that the adop-
tion of MHEG-8 will speed up the integration of Intera
tive TV and web.
MHEG 
ontent is pro
essed and presented by an MHEG engine. What
we are interested in, is to in
orporate the fun
tionality of an MHEG engine
into web browsers (spe
i
ally Mozilla). We have to investigate if we 
an
reuse existing 
omponents of Mozilla in order to 
onstru
t the MHEG engine.
For instan








ertainly be of involved be
ause it is used for MHEG representa-
tion. As far as 
ore XML is 
on
erned, we are only interested in the parsing
of the MHEG information. This is expe
ted to be the easiest of the rela-
tionships to be implemented be
ause it doesn't require any modi
ations.
DOM
DOM-1 is a W3C re
ommendation that emerged as a way to retrieve do
-
uments and to des
ribe do
ument stru
ture. Most of the XML parsers use
a DOM tree to represent the parsed information. DOM-2 is an extension of
DOM-1, whi
h allows many dierent kinds of information to be represented.
We are mostly interested in the event model of DOM-2. We will investigate
if it is possible to use it for the representation of MHEG events.
XSL and CSS
XSL and CSS are W3C re
ommendations as well. We are not interested
in a dire
t relation between them and MHEG. However, the fun
tionality
that a browser must oer in order to support the display of do
uments using
extended display information (mostly for CSS) 




e, CSS allows dynami
 modi
ation of mark-up
properties. There might be a way to use this fun
tionality in order to allow
elementary a
tions to alter the attributes of MHEG obje
ts.
Other Standards
The set of standards that will be involved is not 
lear at the moment, be-

ause further studying and investigation of the 
ore te
hnologies (MHEG
and Mozilla) is required.
B.2.2 Mozilla
We have 
hosen Mozilla as the browser paradigm for our analysis and imple-





ross platform and easily extendable. Most of the 
ode is in
a subset of C++, whi







ture is based on the 
ore XPCOM fun
tionality and modules
plugged into it. XPCOM is a 






h are dened in XPIDL
(the Mozilla alternative to IDL). That means that it is \easy" to extend
Mozilla, even by using a language other than C++. It 
urrently supports,
among others, XML, XSL, DOM, DOM-2 (partly), CSS and Java. Most




We are mostly interested in identifying the modules whi
h are related to
the theoreti
al analysis and extend them to in
orporate MHEG fun
tional-
ity. We will most probably develop some new modules for MHEG parts that

annot be integrated by extending existing 
ode. The involved modules and





ore parts of our resear
h.
The main disadvantage of Mozilla is the la
k of 
omplete up to date
do
umentation (for development). Therefore, extending Mozilla involves in-
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vestigation of the 
ode (more than 1 million of lines - 250 Mbytes sour
e) in







h eases navigation through
the 





The gure below is an overview of the proje
t s
hedule divided into 16 weeks.





Study relevant W3C Standards
Understand Mozilla code
Identify relations and extensions
Implementation
Firstly, we will start by studying MHEG standards. At the same time,
we begin the exploration of Mozilla 
ode, whi
h will almost last until the
end of the proje
t. Initially the fo




e. Gradually, we will pro
eed to more spe
i




ording to our resear
h. Understanding Mozilla 
ode will be an
on-demand based pro
ess.
On week 3, after gaining a basi
 understanding of MHEG, we will start
investigating W3C standards and parts of Mozilla ar
hite
ture that seem
more relevant. At the same time, we will fo
us on understanding the spe
i
s
of Mozilla implementation related to these standards (for the \Understand-
ing Mozilla 
ode" part).
After nishing the study of MHEG and having a brief idea about relevant
W3C standards and Mozilla ar
hite
ture, we 
an begin investigating the
relations that 
an be a
hieved among them. At that point (week 6), a
report des
ribing MHEG should be ready.
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During this period, basi
 extensions and integration of 
ode in Mozilla
should have already started. This 
ontains probably the 
ore of MHEG
engine, handling of XML les and the in
orporation of the new le format
in Mozilla.
After nishing and reporting the investigation of the relations, the main
part of the implementation begins, whi
h aims in realising the spe
ied
relations and extensions. The implementation phase must be nished by
the end of week 14. At this point, basi
 tests and debugging on individual
parts of the implementation should have been nished as well (testing phase
begins one week after the start of the implementation). In week 15, our
main 
on
ern will be debugging the nal 
ompilation of modules, testing
the implementation on dierent platforms and reporting about this pro
ess.
Throughout the proje
t, we will produ
e dierent reports (\Do
ument
writing"), that will 
onstitute parts of the nal dissertation. The 
ompila-
tion of these reports and the produ
tion of additional material must take
pla
e before week 16. In that week we will overview, 
orre
t and nalise the
dissertation.
We must point out, that this s
hedule is based on the 
urrent knowledge
and intuition about the whole pro
















e there is no 








tive for this proje
t is to hand in a detailed overview of the
standards, ways to 
ombine them, and have a working version of an MHEG-
aware version of Mozilla. We do not intend to implement the whole MHEG
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standard. We will only 









hanged representation: The representation dened by the MHEG
part 8 standard ([15℄).
 Group Identier en
oding: Relative or absolute URIs as spe
ied





 Set of 
lasses: The minimal set of 
lasses dened by the standard are
Appli
ation, S
ene, Link and A
tion. We have to in
lude the super-

lasses of these, the Variable and its sub-
lasses whi
h are needed
for support of the ne
essary elementary a
tions. The resulting set of

lasses is illustrated in Table C.1.
 Set of features: Features are dened as optional or mandatory (in
order for an engine to 
onform to the appli
ation domain). In our 
ase,
all optional features will not be implemented. Sin
e, none of them is




all of them as optional (Table C.2).
 Content data en
oding: Sin
e we do not support any presentables,











































Table C.2: Minimal appli
ation domain features




ation of a UserInput register is mandatory for the
s
ene en
oding, we have to dene a value for a null register. We will








overed by the \set of features". However, we will
provide the required table (Table C.3).



























Table C.3: Minimal appli
ation domain 
onstraints




This appendix is devoted to the 6 dierent browser platforms that we have
tested in order to identify the most appropriate for the integration. There
is a brief des
ription for ea
h browser, whi
h justies the results shown in
Table 4.2 (page 37).
D.1 Mozilla browser
Mozilla is an open sour








h was released as open sour
e. The original version had
many problems be
ause it was an early release and some of the proprietary
Communi
ator 
omponents were removed. Mozilla organization leads the




Mozilla is implemented mainly in C++, and its ar
hite
ture is based
on an XPCOM 
ore. XPCOM is an open sour
e alternative to Mi
rosoft's
COM. It allows dierent 
omponents (possibly implemented in dierent lan-
guages) to interoperate in a language independent manner. Component
interfa
es are dened in XPIDL whi
h is an alternative to IDL.
There are dierent support libraries for many aspe
ts of the browser
fun
tionality. For instan
e, there is a layout engine, a network library, a
96
user interfa
e library and many others. Most of them are highly 
ustomiz-
able, sin




an be used even outside the s
ope of a browser.




formats are supported. This la
k of media support is probably a result of
Mozilla's platform neutral design and of the fa
t that is diÆ
ult to nd open
sour
e, portable libraries for the more \advan




s and user intera
tion are supported, it is possible to build
the basi
 MHEG fun
tionality on top of them.




al. When an event is gener-
ated or 
aught by a Mozilla 
omponent, it is propagated to all other 
om-
ponents that might be interested (not in a broad
ast, but in a re
ursive
manner). We have to point out that in parallel with the browser's internal
event model, DOM events are also propagated and handled.
There is support for most of the Internet standards like HTML, XHTML,
CSS (1,2,3), XML, DOM and others. However, the support for most of
them is not yet 
omplete, and there are still many bugs to be 
orre
ted (the
development team is trying hard to produ
e the stable 1.0 release).
In general we 
an say that Mozilla is a rather 
omplete browser, with
a well designed modular ar
hite
ture. However, the la
k of good do
umen-
tation and the very primitive media support might prove problemati
 for
our resear
h. Moreover, its 
omplexity may not be adequate for the time

onstraints of the proje
t.
1
The problem with Mozilla is that it is not easy to nd up-to-date do
umentation {
ex
ept for the 
omments in the sour
e 
ode { that des
ribes in detail the ar
hite
ture and
how everything ts together. Therefore, at this stage we 






X-Smiles is an open sour
e, Java based, XML browser, whi
h is \a non-
prot proje
t started by the Tele
ommuni
ations Software and Multimedia




from the other alternatives is that it doesn't support HTML. As a part of
a resear
h proje
t, it is not (yet) aimed to provide a wide-range of servi
es
to the end-user. However, it supports XML, so all XML languages might
as well be supported (a
tually, there might be support for XHTML in the
future). The latest version (0.32) supports XML, XSL-T, XSL-FO, XForms,
ECMAS
ript, SMIL 1.0 and DOM-1. DOM-2 is also partially supported.
As far as media types are 
on
erned there is support for GIF and JPEG
image formats, for MPEG and AVI video formats and for WAV audio data.
One of the main goals in X-Smiles development is to provide support
for multimedia servi
es for either desktop or embedded devi
es. This is in










advantageous for support of MHEG in set-top boxes.
Moreover, X-Smiles has very good do
umentation for both the user and
the designer. Its internal ar
hite
ture is quite simple. Basi
ally, it uses an
\event broker" whi
h dispat




ture is easily extended sin
e other 
omponents 
an be added by
simply registering them to the event broker (allowing them to re
eive and




an say that X-Smiles seems quite promising for our
proje
t. However, there are drawba
ks. It is still in its very rst releases and
inevitably there are problems in the implementation. The Java platform
oers portability and support libraries, but introdu
es high delays whi
h
make a 
omplex program like a browser to run relatively slow.
2
2
However, this will not be an issue for a set-top box that implements the Java virtual
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D.3 Amaya browser
Amaya is a W3C's open sour
e browser { authoring tool[24℄. The prin
ipal
goal of Amaya development is to provide a tool for testing new web te
h-
nologies. In order to a

omplish this, it is designed in a well stru
tured
extensible manner with quite good do
umentation (for both the end user
and the developer). The basi
 drawba
k is that it is implemented in C,
be
ause it is based in a do
ument editing-presentation library 
alled \Thot"
whi
h is also implemented in C.
In addition to XHTML it also supports CSS, MathML, XML and XLink.
The later two are partially implemented, sin
e only the required features for
supporting XHTML are in
luded. The do
uments are represented internally
as a tree (similar to DOM tree) whi
h 
orresponds to the do
ument stru
-
ture. However, some important features like JavaS
ript, animated images




k of this support might imply problemati
 extensibil-
ity to other te
hnologies. A
tually, it seems like Amaya is quite extensible
as far as HTML spe
i
 extensions are 
onsidered, but when totally new
data formats are 
on
erned (like XML or MHEG) it doesn't seem promising
enough. If we try to make Amaya MHEG aware there will be the danger of
having to re-engineer the whole browser and our resear
h goal might fail.
D.4 HotJava browser
HotJava (TM) browser[22℄ is a development of Sun mi
rosystems 
orpora-
tion, and is implemented in Java. Its main aim is to provide a light-weight
browser that 
an be used for devi
es like set-top boxes. Sin
e MHEG sup-
port for intera
tive TV is mainly fo




ments, HotJava initially looked like a good solution. However, sin
e the
latest release, the sour
e 




be published soon but for now we 
annot use this platform, so we do not
further investigate it.
D.5 Arena and Mosai
 browsers




an only be 
onsidered as of histori
 interest. Arena[1℄
was derived from a text-mode browser. As long as it was developed it
managed to keep up to date with most of the Internet standards. However,





, and the Mozilla proje
t started.
Mosai
 browser[21℄ was an NCSA (The National Center for Super 
om-
puting Appli
ations at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
proje
t, and was quite famous before some years. However, it was not
an open sour
e proje






ult to nd. The development seems to have stopped and it is not
supported any more.
These browsers are now 
onsidered obsolete. However we mention them
sin
e they were quite famous as alternatives to the dominant 
ommer
ial







e XML les and the engine output for the
exe
ution examples of Se





1 <?xml version="1.0" en
oding="UTF-8"?>
2 <!DOCTYPE mheg5 SYSTEM "mheg5.dtd" >
3 <mheg5>
4 <appli


















13 <transitionto> <!-- a
tivate the s
ene-->


















1 <?xml version="1.0" en
oding="UTF-8"?>









6 <integervar objnum ="1"> <!--The integer value -->



















17 <setvariable> <!-- Set integer var. to
10000-->










24 <settimer> <!-- A
tivate the timer-->
25 <objref objnum ="0"/> <!-- Target s
ene
-->
26 <integer value ="1"/> <!-- Timer ID -->
27 <indire


























43 <quit> <!-- Quit the appli
ation -->



















Listing E.2: The example s
ene
E.2 Engine output for Se
tion 5.2.3 test
1 Time: 03:03:18 [ DEBUG℄: Parsing do
ument: reportExAp.
xml










































31 Starting MHEG pro
essor
32 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Exe
ution: EXEC_QUEUE: Waiting
33 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄: APPLICATION: Running
34 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):starting
35 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):starting
36 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:0):starting
37 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:1):starting
38 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
39 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
40 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:1):finished
41 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:0):starting
42 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:Content
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:0):
alled
43 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:0):finished
44 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:0):finished
45 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):finished
46 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
47 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
48 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
49 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
50 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Event: Event fired: isrunning
51 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Event: Event isrunning is in
queue
52 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Exe
ution: EXEC_QUEUE: Restarting


















56 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:





57 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
58 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
59 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
60 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
61 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:





62 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:
transitionTo at (reportExAp.xml:0):parsing new s
ene








65 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):finished
66 Time: 03:03:21 [ DEBUG℄: APPLICATION: Waiting until
finished
67 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄: Do
ument parsed:reportExS
.xml
68 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:

























































103 Target : ( reportExS
.xml:1)
























118 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:0):starting
119 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:3):starting
120 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExS
.xml:3):starting
121 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExS
.xml:3):finished
122 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:3):finished
123 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:2):starting
124 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExS
.xml:2):starting
125 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExS
.xml:2):finished
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126 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:2):finished
127 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:1):starting
128 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExS
.xml:1):starting
129 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExS
.xml:1):finished
130 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:1):finished
131 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:0):starting
132 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:Content
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:0):
alled
133 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:0):finished
134 Time: 03:03:22 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:0):finished




























































150 Time: 03:03:23 [ DEBUG℄Event: Event fired: isrunning
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151 Time: 03:03:23 [ DEBUG℄Event: Event isrunning is in
queue





















156 Time: 03:03:23 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion :


























.xml:0):started with tag:1 val
: 10000 absTime:false






162 Time: 03:03:23 [ DEBUG℄Exe
ution: EXEC_QUEUE: Waiting




164 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Event: Asyn
 event fired:
timerfired
165 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Exe
ution: EXEC_QUEUE: Restarting













168 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:
quit at ( reportExAp.xml:0):finishing appli
ation
169 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:
quit at ( reportExAp.xml:0):destroying a
tive s
ene
170 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:0):starting
171 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:1):starting









174 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:1):finished
175 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:2):starting
















180 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:2):finished
181 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:3):starting
















186 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:3):finished
187 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:0):starting













































199 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:0):finished
200 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:0):finished
201 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:




202 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
destru
tion at ( reportExAp.xml:0):starting
203 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExAp.xml:1):starting
204 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
205 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
206 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
207 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExAp.xml:1):finished
208 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExAp.xml:0):starting




210 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):starting
211 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
212 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
213 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
214 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):starting
215 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):finished
216 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):finished




218 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExAp.xml:0):finished
219 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
destru
tion at ( reportExAp.xml:0):finished
220 Time: 03:03:33 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:
quit at ( reportExAp.xml:0):waking up main thread


























































































284 Target : ( reportExS
.xml:1)























E.3 Engine output for Se
tion 5.3.4 test
1 Time: 02:34:16 [ DEBUG℄: Parsing do
ument: reportExAp.
xml










































31 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄: APPLICATION: Running
32 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):starting
33 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):starting
34 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:0):starting
35 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:1):starting
36 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
37 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
38 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:1):finished
39 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:0):starting
40 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:Content
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:0):
alled
41 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:0):finished
42 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
Preparation at ( reportExAp.xml:0):finished
43 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):finished
44 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
45 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
46 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
47 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Event: Added DOM listener to (
reportExAp.xml:0) for event: 4




49 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Event: Link for: MHEG Event: 4(
sr
: ( reportExAp.xml:0) type: 4 data: null) Fired.
50 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Event: Link for: MHEG Event: 4(
sr
: ( reportExAp.xml:0) type: 4 data: null)
Exe
uting.




52 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:





53 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
54 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Event: Removing DOM listener to (
reportExAp.xml:0) for event: 4
55 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
56 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
57 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
58 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:





59 Time: 02:34:19 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:
transitionTo at (reportExAp.xml:0):parsing new s
ene








62 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄: Do
ument parsed:reportExS
.xml
63 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:

























































98 Target : ( reportExS
.xml:1)
























113 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:0):starting
114 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:3):starting
115 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExS
.xml:3):starting
116 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExS
.xml:3):finished
117 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:3):finished
118 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:2):starting
119 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExS
.xml:2):starting
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120 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExS
.xml:2):finished
121 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:2):finished
122 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:1):starting
123 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExS
.xml:1):starting
124 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Ingredient:

ontent preparation at (reportExS
.xml:1):finished
125 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:1):finished
126 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:0):starting
127 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:Content
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:0):
alled
128 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:0):finished
129 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
Preparation at ( reportExS
.xml:0):finished
























136 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Event: Added DOM listener to (
reportExS
.xml:0) for event: 8
















141 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Event: Added DOM listener to (
reportExS
.xml:0) for event: 4





















147 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Event: Link for: MHEG Event: 4(
sr
: ( reportExS
.xml:0) type: 4 data: null) Fired.
148 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Event: Link for: MHEG Event: 4(
sr
: ( reportExS
.xml:0) type: 4 data: null)
Exe
uting.
149 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion :













.xml:0):started with tag:1 val
: 10000 absTime:false














155 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
a
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):finished
156 Time: 02:34:20 [ DEBUG℄: APPLICATION: Waiting until
finished




158 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Event: Link for: MHEG Event: 8(
sr
: ( reportExS
.xml:0) type: 8 data: 1) Fired.
159 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Event: Link for: MHEG Event: 8(
sr
: ( reportExS
.xml:0) type: 8 data: 1) Exe
uting.
160 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:
quit at ( reportExAp.xml:0):finishing appli
ation
161 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:
quit at ( reportExAp.xml:0):destroying a
tive s
ene
162 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:0):starting
163 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:1):starting








166 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:1):finished
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167 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:2):starting




169 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Event: Removing DOM listener to (
reportExS
.xml:0) for event: 4












173 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:2):finished
174 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:3):starting




176 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Event: Removing DOM listener to (
reportExS
.xml:0) for event: 8












180 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:3):finished
181 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:0):starting












185 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Event: Removing DOM listener to (
reportExS
.xml:0) for event: 4












189 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Event: Removing DOM listener to (
reportExS
.xml:0) for event: 8





















195 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:0):finished
196 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
destru
tion at ( reportExS
.xml:0):finished
197 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:




198 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
destru
tion at ( reportExAp.xml:0):starting
199 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExAp.xml:1):starting
200 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
201 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Event: Removing DOM listener to (
reportExAp.xml:0) for event: 4
202 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
203 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
204 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExAp.xml:1):finished
205 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExAp.xml:0):starting




207 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):starting
208 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
209 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Event: Removing DOM listener to (
reportExAp.xml:0) for event: 4
210 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):starting
211 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Link:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:1):finished
212 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):starting
213 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
dea
tivation at (reportExAp.xml:0):finished








216 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Root:
destru
tion at ( reportExAp.xml:0):finished
217 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Internal behaviour: Group:
destru
tion at ( reportExAp.xml:0):finished
218 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Elementary A
tion : Appli
ation:
quit at ( reportExAp.xml:0):waking up main thread

























































































282 Target : ( reportExS
.xml:1)























296 Time: 02:34:30 [ DEBUG℄Event: Link for: MHEG Event: 8(
sr
: ( reportExS
.xml:0) type: 8 data: 1) Finished
and notifing next thread
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